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1 Balance of Payments



Exercise 1.1 CA



is the current account,



Sp



the private savings,



I



investment,



G



the public spending and



T



the



taxes. 1. In which case the current account is equal to the trade balance? 2. Show that



CA = (Sp − I) − (G − T ).



What does a surplus of the current account mean?



3. Rewrite this equation and explain how private savings can be used for dierent purposes.



Exercise 1.2



1



Is a decit of the current account compatible with a surplus of the ocial settlement balance (sum of the current account balance, the capital account balance, and the non-reserve portion of the nancial account balance)? What is the sign of the balance of ocial reserve transactions? Have the ocial reserves increased or decreased?



2 Indicators of Specialization



Exercise 2.1



From the le worldtrad.xls, explain how the contributions of panel D are calculated. Comment the role played by emerging countries in the recent growth of international trade.



Exercise 2.2 - Balance of goods and services and current account 1. From the le tradbal.xls, analyze for the main OECD economies, the evolution of trade balances for good and services since 2000. 2. Same question for the current account balances (see the le currac.xls).



What information is



given by the comparison of these two series, country by country?



1 From



GUILLOCHON B. and KAWECKI A. Economie Internationale. 4th edition. Dunod. Paris 2003
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Exercise 2.3 - Indicators of Specialization 1. From the le exoL3.xls, calculate the Balassa index of specialization for dierent countries. 2. Same question for the contribution to the balance. 3. Can you calculate the penetration rate of the internal market of United States? (We consider a national output of 12 billion US dollar).



Exercise 2.4 - Intra-Branch coecient 1. The le HS6.txt (such le can be opened in any software) shows the bilateral trade of cars on the HS6 level between (BACI, 2006) some countries. It presents the exported value (Xij ) by the country



i to the



market



j



for a given year. It also gives the quantity exported (in tonnes). Using



this le, calculate the coecient of Grubel and Lloyd for this branch (this position of the HS6 nomenclature) and for each country. 2. Compared to your results, what is the role of the aggregation level of the sectoral nomenclature? 3. Same question on the choice of calculation at the bilateral level. 4. With respect to the previous calculations, what type of information is given by the use of quantities (answer without calculations)? 5. Does the number of observations cover all the possible pairs of countries? Why?



3 Dierences



Exercise 3.1



1. According to the traditional theory of trade, have some countries the interest to not trade? 2. The more dierent is the relative price in free trade compared to the relative price in autarky, the more important is the gain from trade. Discuss this assertion. 3. According to the traditional theory of trade, what is the meaning of the crossing point between the two curves of reciprocal demands? 4. Consider two countries, home (h) and foreign (f ). Each of these countries has a specic endowment in goods The good unit of



Y.



X



X



and



Y



(goods are not produced and are available in quantity



is relatively twice as abundant in



h



than in



f.



Each country has the same absolute amount of



f , we good X . In



QX



have 3 units of



and



X



QY ).



for one



a) Explain the expected dierences in relative prices between these two countries. b) If countries decide to trade, what kind of win-win situation we can imagine? c) On a graph, represent the change of prices in each country after the opening to trade on a line of relative prices. d) Show graphically the situation described here. e) After a discover, the absolute quantity of



Y



in



f



doubles during the night.



morning, do countries still have the interest to trade? Why?



2



In the early



5. Explain the underlying hypothesis for the construction of the following graph representing the surplus demand curves (Figure 1). The numeraire is the good 1. How do these curves give us information on the specialization of countries?



Figure 1: Graph Exercise 3.1



Exercise 3.2 China and United-Dates are two main actors of international trade.



It is probable that there are



important dierences in the main determinants of trade between these two countries. 1. Make a list and organize into a hierarchy these dierences. 2. Which theoretical approaches can explain the identied elements? 3. Can we put dierent categories of dierences in a same model? What are the consequences? 4. Among these dierences, wages are very important. When American workers consider the competition is unfair, are they right? Should Chinese workers consider they are exploited? 5. What will happen in a long-term perspective when these dierences will be reduced? Trade will also be reduced? 6. If trade cannot be explained by these dierences, which elements of analysis would you want to add in order to explain the trade between these countries?
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4 The Ricardian model of trade



Exercise 4.1



2



Using the information given below, answer the following questions. France is endowed with 2000 hours of labor and Germany with 2500 hours. Output per hour



France



Germany



Cheese



2 kg



1 kg



Cars



0.25



0.5



1. Which country has an absolute advantage in cheese? In cars? 2. What is the relative price of cheese in France if it does not trade? In Germany, if it does not trade? 3. Which country has a comparative advantage in cheese? In cars? Show how you know. 4. What are the upper and lower bounds for the trade price of cheese?



Do countries specialize



partially or totally? 5. Draw a hypothetical PPC for France and label its slope. Draw the one of Germany and label its slope. Finally, draw the PPC of the world.



Exercise 4.2 Two countries, A and B produce two goods 1 and 2 using a single production factor, labor.



Both



LA = 180 hours; LB = 720 hours. The = 20. yij is the production of good i in



countries are endowed with the following amounts of labor: unit labor costs are country



j



and



yj



as the numeraire.



a1A = 10; a2A = 30; a1B = 40; a2B j , measured



is the national income of country



p



in terms of good 1, which is chosen



is the price of good 2 in terms of good 1. Consumers in both countries have the



same preferences and the demand functions are:



d1 = 0.5y



and



d2 = 0.5(y/p)



1. State the characteristics of each country in autarky. 2. What is the comparative advantage of each country? If both countries open to trade, what is the free trade equilibrium price? 3. At this equilibrium price, how much do both countries produce, consume and trade? Assess the gains from trade and determine if countries do have the interest to trade. 4. After a short war between both nations, country A annexed a province from country B. Consequently, relative population sizes changed. The number of available hours for country B decreases by 20 available hours, while it increases by 20 for country A. These hours are now part of endowment of country A. These new workers in A have the same productivities than the rest of workers in A. Assess the gains from trade and determine if countries do have the interest to trade, under the new conditions.



2 Adapted



from James Gerber, International Economics, Instructor's Manual, Fourth Edition
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Exercise 4.3 Consider a typical framework of the trade model with comparative advantages. Consider two countries,



L. cji



A and B, two goods, 1 and 2, and one production factor, labor in country



is the unit labor cost for sector



i



j: A B B cA 1 = 4, c2 = 2, c1 = 1, c2 = 8



p



y



is the relative price of good 2 in terms of good 1,



is the national income expressed in units of good



1. Demand functions are identical in both countries:



d1 = by



and



LA



LB .



Labor endowments are respectively



and



  y d2 = (1 − b) p



1. What are the comparative advantages of both countries? 2. In which interval is the equilibrium free trade price situated? 3. Express the equilibrium free trade price as a function of the parameters



b, LA



and



LB



in the



case free trade generates gains from trade for both countries. 4. Suppose both countries have the same size:



LA = LB . p and b. How d the gains from trade in country b are the gains from trade maximum/equal



a) Illustrate graphically the relationship between



A vary with the parameter b?



For which values of



to zero? b) Interpret the preceding result by showing how demand aects the distribution of the gains from trade. 5. Suppose both countries have dierent sizes. with



Country B is larger than country A:



LB = δLA ,



δ > 1.



a) Illustrate graphically the relationship between



p



and



δ



for



b = 1/2.



b) Interpret this result by discussing the following assertion: Large countries benet less from international trade than small countries.



5 The Heckscher-Ohlin model of trade



Exercise 5.1



Within the framework of the HOS model, we have two countries A and B, two goods 1 and 2, produced using two factors: capital of capital used by sector



i



K



and unskilled labor



and



Li



L. yi



is the production of good



is the quantity of labor used by sector



i.



i, Ki



is the quantity



Production functions can



be noted as follows:



(1−C)



y1 = K1C L1 K et labor ones L KA /LA > KB /LB . Good 1 Y is the national income in



and



(1−C)



y2 = K2



Capital endowments



of A and B are given by:



know that:



is the numeraire, therefore



of good 1 , and



r



terms of good 1,



is the unit capital income in terms of good 1.



Suppose that



d1A = bA YA



and



d1B = bB YB ,



where



1 in country A and country B respectively.



5



ki bA



w



LC 2



KA , LA , KB , LB . Moreover, we p is the price of good 2 in terms



is unit labor income in terms of good 1



is the capital intensity of sector and



bB



i: ki = Ki /Li .



are preference parameters for the good



1. Express the relations that give the optimal allocation of resources.



k1



Express also



and



k2



as a function of



2. Give the relation linking



p



and



Show how you get them.



w/r.



w/r.



3. Dene the factor proportions theory. Using dierent values of



C,



give the dierent possibilities



of specialization for countries A and B when: a) b)



bA = 0.5 et bB = 0.5 bA = 0.5 et bB is very



high.



In each case, explain whether the factor proportions theory is veried or not.



Exercise 5.2 We consider a Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson theoretical framework.



Two goods can be produced, mi-



croprocessors (M), and shoes (S). Two factors of production are used, capital and labour (K and respectively). Let



yi



be the quantity produced of good



i, Li



and



Ki



L



the use of labour and capital for



that production. Each good is produced with the following production functions:



0.8 0.2 yM = K M LM



et



Microprocessors are used as the numeraire good. processors,



Yj



is the total revenue of country



j



p



0.2 0.8 yC = KC LC is therefore the price of shoes in terms of micro-



in terms of microprocessors,



w



and



r



are respectively



the real returns for labour and capital, in terms of microprocessors. The analysis focuses on two countries, the United States (US) and India (I). Factor endowments in



2KEU = LEU et 3KI = LI . Demand conditions are identical in each DCj = (1 − a) Yj /p, with 0 < a < 1. Each country has access to the same



the two countries are given by: country



j : DM j = a Yy



et



technology of production. Production factors are perfectly mobile across sectors but are not allowed to move across countries. The market structure is in perfect competition. 1. Let ki be the capital intensity for the production of good i. links ki and w/r in each sector.



Comment your results.



Determine the relationship that



Compare the capital intensity of the



production of the two goods. 2. Compare the relative factor endowments of the United States and India. What is the specialization pattern when countries open to trade? Quote the associated theorem. 3. Discuss (with no calculation / any additional calculation) under which conditions both countries specialize partially or fully. 4. Determine the relation that links p and w/r. How do you interpret this relation? 5. Suppose that capital can move across countries, whereas trade barriers prevent goods from being exchanged. Following the nancial crisis in the United States, some of the capital invested in the US is re-invested in Indian companies and treasury bonds. What are the consequences of these capital inows (for India) and outows (for the United States) for the production of the two goods? 6. Merchandise trade is now allowed between the two countries. An NGO publishes the results of an investigation accusing the Indian shoe industry of using child labour. In response, American citizens decide to reduce their consumption of that good. Discuss the meaning of parameter



a



in



the demand equations. What will be the consequences of the boycott on the value of parameter



a



in the demand functions for the United States? Is the factor-proportions theory still veried



in that case?
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Exercise 5.3 N (L).



Consider the standard framework of the HOS model, with two countries goods 1 and 2 using two factors of production, capital



(K)



and labor



and



S



which produce two



The production functions



for each sector are the following:



y1 = K10.6 L10.4 Good 1 is taken as the numeraire:



y2 = K20.4 L0.6 2



and



p is the relative price of good 2 in terms of good 1.



In each country,



households spend 50% of their income in value on the consumption of each good. In each country real rewards of labor and capital are respectively



wj



and



rj .



j , the



All markets are in perfect competition and



both factors are perfectly mobile inside the country. Factor endowments are the following:



LN = 120,



KN = 120, LS = 100, KS = 60. ki as the capital intensity of production for good i. What are the relations between w/r, and between k2 and w/r? Explain. Which good is capital-intensive? What is the relation between p and w/r ? Comment. For both countries, nd the possible intervals of relative



1. We dene



k1



and



prices in autarky. Suggestion: the two limits of this interval correspond to the autarky prices for a complete specialization in each good.



2. Suppose that



(w/r)j = (K/L)j .



Write the equilibrium relative price in autarky for both countries.



3. Give the structure of comparative advantage.



Which good is exported by each country when



they open up to trade? Is the law of factor proportions veried? What is the range of possible relative prices in free trade? 4. Suppose that a demographic shock occurs in country is modied.



Take



LN = 100d



N



so that labor endowment in country



as the new endowment in labor in country



N,



with



d



N



being a



parameter dening the magnitude of the shock. a) How does the production of the two goods vary if a positive demographic shock occurs to country



N?



Quote the theorem associated with this case.



b) Give the new possible range of the relative autarky price for country c) For which value of



N.



d are the two ranges of relative autarky prices for the two countries always



disconnected, without any change in specialization? d) Within these conditions, is the HOS theorem still veried? e) For which value of



d



can the specializations be reversed?



6 The Standard Model



Exercise 6.1



Suppose that Brazil increases the production of coee thanks to more arable lands. Using a graph, explain why such an increase of coee production may lead to an improvement or a deterioration of the Brazilians' welfare.
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Exercise 6.2



3



1. Suppose a country gives another one an international transfer, which conditions imply a deterioration of the terms of trade of the donor? 2. In the real world, a large share of the international aid given to developing countries is conditional. For instance, France can nance an irrigation project in Africa but such a fund is conditioned as follows: the pumps, pipelines or construction materials should be purchased from France rather than from another country. To what extent the aid conditionality may aect the impact of an international transfer on the terms of trade in each country?



What is the donor's objective



through this conditionality? Can we have a situation where a conditional aid deteriorates the recipient's situation?



7 Trade policy



Exercise 7.1



We consider the market of plasma screen in a small country. The national demand function is



15 − 15q ,



while the national supply function is



thousands of Euro, and



q



p = 1 + 20q . p



p=



is the price of a plasma screen in



is the quantity of screens in millions.



1. a) Represent graphically the supply and demand functions (curves S and D) in the plane



(q, p).



b) What are the characteristics of autarky? 2. The country opens to trade. The price on the world market is 4.5. a) How much does the country demand and supply at this price? How much does it import? Write the exact quantities. b) Show it on a graph. 3. The government of the country sets an ad valorem tari with a rate



t = 1/3



on its imports.



a) What is the domestic price? b) How much does the country demand, supply and import? c) Show it on a graph. 4. a) How much does the surplus of the agents in the economy (households, producers, government) vary when the country switches from free trade to protectionism? b) What is the variation in the welfare of the country? Explain. c) Find the level of the tari which would be prohibitive on imports. 5. The government replaces the tari by a quota equal to the amount of imports corresponding to the tari with a rate



t = 1/3.



a) Explain the consequences of the introduction of this quota. b) What is dierent with regard to the previous situation? 6. How do the results are modied if we suppose that the country adopting the protectionism policy is a big country? (give the general idea)



3 From



Krugman P. and Obstfeld M. International Trade. 6th edition. De Boeck
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Exercise 7.2 From 1974 to 2004, the European market of textile was protected by a quota system set by the Multi Fibre Agreement (MFA). This agreement took end on January 1st, 2005. In this exercise, we wish to study the impact of the end of the quota system on consumers and producers of textiles in Europe. For the sake of simplicity, we consider that there is only one homogeneous good (only one type of textile). Moreover, the textile market is assumed to be a perfect competition one. A partial equilibrium framework characterizes our analysis. In 2004, which is the last year of the quota system, the quantities consumed and produced in the European market were respectively 1 billion and 520 million units. The price of textile was 100 euros. In 2005, after quotas were abolished, the price of the textiles on the European market reached 50 euros. At this price, quantities consumed and produced are respectively 1.3 billion and 260 million units. 1. Assume that the EU is small on the world textile market. What does this assumption mean? Under this assumption, what is the price of textile on the world market in 2005? 2. In 2004, what was the amount of quota imposed on the European imports of textile? Justify. 3. In the same graph, represent the situation of the European market of textile in 2004 and 2005. 4. a) Highlight on the graph the changes of consumers and producers surplus. b) Calculate the amount of surplus changes. c) Assume that in 2004, import licenses were held by European agents.



What was then the



amount of their rent? 5. a) Explain why the EU producers of textile have asked the European authorities in 2005 to restore the quotas system. b) If the European authorities had wanted to restore the producers in their original situation, what is the amount of ad valorem tax that should have been set on imports of textile.



8 Monopolistic Competition



Exercise 8.1



4



Consider the automobile industry in country A. There are



n



symmetric rms, selling annually a total



of 900000 cars. Demand addressed to a given car producer can be written as:



X=S X



is the number of cars sold by the rm,



and



P∗



S



h



1 n



−



(P −P ∗ ) 30000



i



the total sales of the industry,



P



the price set by the rms



the average price of other producers. Firms are assumed to consider the price of competitors



as given. Total production cost is given by



C = 750000 + 5000X .



1. What is the name of this market structure? Show that the rms produce under increasing returns to scale. 2. Show that the more there are producing rms, the higher the cost to produce one unit. Illustrate graphically the average cost as a function of



4 From



n.



Krugman, P. and Obstfeld, M. International Trade. 6th edition. De Boeck
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3. Write the inverse demand function. Get the marginal revenue of the representative rm. Write the prot maximization condition. What is the equilibrium price? Illustrate the price graphically on the preceding graph. Note: This is equivalent to showing that the more there are rms, the lower the equilibrium price. 4. What is the equilibrium number of rms and the equilibrium long term price? 5. Consider country B in which the annual total sales of cars is equal to 1.6 millions automobiles. As for country A, give the equilibrium number of rms on the market and the equilibrium long term price in the automobile industry in country B. 6. Suppose both countries can trade cars without trade costs.



The new integrated market thus



has total sales equal to 2.5 millions of cars. What are the consequences of the creation of the integrated market? Summarize the eects on the equilibrium number of rms and the equilibrium price in a table comparing each national market with the integrated market.



Exercise 8.2 We consider the car industry in the United States and the European Union. For each rm, the xed



6



production cost is equal to euro 100 million (100.10 ), and the marginal cost is equal to euro 8000 per car. The market price is determined by the following expression:



P = 8000 + 400/n



where



n



is the



6



number of rms operating in the market. Sales in the US market represent 9 million (9.10 ) cars per



6



year; 16 million (16.10 ) cars are sold in the European market per year. 1. On which hypotheses is built the monopolistic competition model? 2. The United States and the European Union are in autarky. Calculate the average production cost per car, for each rm operating in the market, as a function of the quantity produced by each rm,



X.



3. Suppose that



X = S/n,



where



X



is the quantity produced per rm and



S



is the market size.



How is the average cost aected by the number of rm in the market? 4. Use the result from the preceding question to calculate the number of rms that operate in each market at equilibrium and the equilibrium price in the long run. Comment your results. 5. International trade is allowed between the two countries, and there is no transportation cost. How many car producers operate in the new integrated market? Calculate the equilibrium price. 6. What are the main consequences of free trade that are predicted by the model for the consumers and for the rms? 7. Compare the potential gains and losses with the consequences of free trade in the Ricardian/HOS models. Explain.



9 Strategic trade policy and reciprocal dumping



Exercise 9.1



Consider two rms A and B from two dierent countries (respectively 1 and 2). Both rms produce a homogenous good. In country 1, the inverse demand function is equal to



p(Y ) = 5 − Y , with Y the CA (yA ) = 1 + ca yA .



aggregate consumption. The rms in country 1 has the following cost function: The cost function of the competing rms is



CB (yB ) = 1 + cb yB . 10



Competition on the local market The unit transport cost from country 1 to country 2 is



τ (τ > 0).



Both rms compete in Cournot



competition on the market of country 1 (Firm 1 does not export). Set the following costs:



ca = 1



et



cb = 1/2 1. When rm B sells on both markets, does she set identical prices on both markets? 2. Who incurs the trade cost? 3. Determine the reaction functions of both rms. Illustrate graphically. 4. Characterize the Cournot equilibrium on the market of country 1. 5. Is there a limit value of



τ



for which rm B does not sell on the market of country 1 anymore?



6. If there is trade between countries, does country 1 gain or loose from trade?



Competition on a third market Suppose both rms export on a third market. Both rms incur the same transport cost demand function in the third country is equal to



τ.



The inverse



p(Y ) = 5 − Y .



1. Write the reaction functions of both rms.



Illustrate graphically.



What are the equilibrium



conditions? 2. The government of country 1 sets a subsidy



s for rms A for each unit exported.



Show the eects



of this subsidy on rm A's market share and on its prot. 3. Country 1 and the third country sign a trade agreement which decreases trade costs from



τ∗ < τ



τ



to



for rm A. Evaluate the eects of the trade agreement.



4. Progress in technology reduces the production cost for rm A:



ca = 1/δ .



Evaluate the eects of



this change. 5. Discuss the consequences of a production subsidy, a trade policy, and a subsidy for research and development.



Exercise 9.2



5



Boeing and Airbus sell airplanes in Asia. The demand for airplanes is



p = 100 − 0, 25(x + y),



with



p



the price of an airplane in millions of dollars. x and y are the respective numbers of airplanes produced by Boeing and Airbus. Both rms compete under Cournot competition (competition on quantities). 1. Total cost for each rm writes:



C(x) = 500 + 25x



and



C(y) = 500 + 25y .



What are the reaction



functions for both rms? How much is produced and what is the equilibrium price? Illustrate graphically in the axis



(x, y).



2. What are the equilibrium costs and prots?



5 From



GUILLOCHON B. and KAWECKI A. Economie Internationale. 4th edition. Dunod. Paris 2003
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3. The American government gives to Boeing a subsidy ported to the Asian market. Assume



s < 75.



s



(in millions of dollars) per airplane ex-



What are the new reaction functions of both rms?



In equilibrium, how much is produced? Give the equilibrium produced quantities and the price as a function of



s.



Discuss the results and illustrate graphically.



4. Is there prot shifting? To the benet of which rm? Has the aggregate prot (of both rms) increased? Do the consumers in Asia gain of loose? 5. Write the optimal subsidy for Boeing, i.e. the subsidy that maximizes the collective welfare The collective welfare



G



G.



is the prot of Boeing after subsidy minus the cost of subsidy incurred



by the American consumer:



G = π − sx.



6. Give all the characteristics of equilibrium in the case of an optimal subsidy. Illustrate graphically. 7. What happens if the subsidy reaches 75? Give the characteristics of equilibrium in this case and compare with the case of the optimal subsidy. Do the consumers gain or loose?
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